05/09/16

Attendance: Olivia Martel, Bobby, Kyle, Viet, Ashley, Sam, Frank, Abe, Andrew, Alejandro

Missing: Ingrid Ari Fermi Hussein Ting

1. Spring formal was successful
   a. Swing dancing lessons were great – should do these for future events
   b. Bartenders were good with the crowd
      i. Let’s explicitly tell bartenders that there will be no tips or account for tips that GCHC will pay directly from leftover budget
   c. Broken speakers – Leslie let us borrow his speakers to support the sound system for the formal, but the speakers were broken by the end of the night.
      i. Reimburse a depreciated value of the speakers after looking up the price, but round up to account for his generosity in allowing us to use his speakers for our event

2. Projector room update
   a. Touch base with Best Buy and see what installation costs are
   b. Check with facilities and ask what they would ask for installing a TV
   c. Compare these costs with Media Services (~$2000 for installation)

3. Dbar update
   a. Need revenue numbers for the next meeting
   b. Renovations
      i. Interior designers – coming up with a multi-phase plan for $25000. Offering free left-over furniture from previous projects
      ii. Still getting quotes on several things
      iii. Trying to get a more concrete plan before asking for external funding

4. Summer plans
   a. Generally, 3 or 4 summer BBQs
   b. Coordinate with social chairs to possibly have social hour after summer BBQ
      i. Alcohol events have to be indoors, but the BBQ can be outdoors